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THE SIREN
Happy Thursday yo’all…hmmm, been 
bloody hectic last week with all the big 
news. I’m one who usually looks on the 
brighter side of life, always keeping a 
smile on my chops and trying to look 
on the humorous side of things, but 
the two big issues on the tip of all our 
tongues is ‘Fuel Prices and Living With 
Covid.’

Neither of these two subjects nor their 
circumstances can be changed nor the 
imminent impact lessened in any way, 
the price of fuel is going up and Covid 
is coming. I will chat about these two 
points a little later on, I think they 
require a proper bit of chit chat and 
opinion giving, it’s what we hear on the 
street. Having a better, understandable 
knowledge, will take away the fear!!

On a brighter note, American 
Independence Day is just around the 
corner, 4th July as usual and at the 
Mule yard on Saturday 2nd July, some 
musical festivities will be going on from 
about 2.00pm, we will all need to let 
our hair down after another week of 
trials and tribulations…see you there.

Another one to put down in ya diaries is 
Miss Saint Helena Pageant. That be on 
9th July and I know the tickets always 
sell out fast, so if you want to be seen at 
this bi annual prestigious event, a right 
red-carpet affair, get hold of whoever 
you need to and book it.

From the Editor

Another short thank you to all on island 
for continued support and positivity, 
Bubbles & I have certainly been feeling 
it from that many chats and kind words…
cheers to you all.
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It’s come to the attention of The One-Legged 
Mechanic that far less folk are getting cars repaired. 
He tells me he ain’t sure if cars is simply being 
made better… maybe, he says, the roads aren’t so 
bad no more. Fact is, with the fuel prices doin’ what 
they’s doin’, people ain’t using cars so much, but he 
says what he has heard is that people is applying 
to import donkeys. Not just one or two donkeys, 
but plenty of them. You get more miles per litre of 
water out of a donkey than you get litres outta the car with petrol or diesel. That’s what 
people been sayin’. Not only that he says…these customers is braggin’ that the donkeys 
only have high range legs and go up any hill without any issues, they just keep ploddin’ 
along. He says he going to design some children carriers, or perhaps a trailer to 
put the family in, “I gotta keep puttin’ bit of food on the table…Need a plan 
to reinvent the 
motor mechanic 
industry”

Donkeys Don’t Drink Diesel THE
Weekly
Yarn

Because of all this talk, he’s now comin’ up 
with and talking about how donkeys that’s well 
trained can also run a wheel that’s connected to 
a dynamo which can generate electricity. They 
just walk round and round, free electricity. He 
says if you dry their poop, it makes perfect little 
briquettes to light the geyser with. He done a few 
tests on his own donkey, which is called Brian 
by the way, and he figured out that if you feed 
it curry powder with cabbage, they walk a lot 
faster, but only do that if you can cope with the 
smell, and it might be worth taking out a bit of 
extra insurance, baring in mind the brakes can 
be a bit dodgy.

Some things like fashion, can come around from 
an era gone by. The clothes of the 1920’s might 
well be the fashion of the 2020’s, maybe it’s time 
for the donkey revival…cheap, cheerful, varied…
but a little smelly luvvy….

Sports models available.

Donkey Servicing Classes with Jo….
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This is Space Monkey. 
He takes up space that otherwise should have been filled with something 

important that was supposed to be sent to us. 
Hopefully we don’t see him next week.

That is if your company figures out how much cheaper our ad space is.
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FOR SALE!
Contact 23163

Nissan UD20 Cabstar

Licence and insured until 
October 2022

FOR SALE! Nissan UD20 Cabstar image for 
reference only 

Why did the chicken cross the road? 

To tell the road workers to get on with it already!
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Email your letters and opinions to 
thesaint@helanta.co.sh

Dear Saint,
Subject EGGS! 
I heard on the radio that local eggs are 
expensive and the person selling them 
must be “rich by now!” This is far from 
the truth. NO ONE GETS RICH FARMING. 
Does anyone know the cost of chicken 
feed? Last ship I spent £286.00 on 
feed. Maybe it could be subsidised to 
eggs could be cheaper? Grocery stores 
sell eggs 27p cheaper. I bought an 
incubator, plus freight for £400.00, also 
for hatching which uses a car battery 
for back up when the POWER goes out. 
Battery costs £70.00. Heat lamps, egg 
Candler and Hygrometer for ambient 
temperature and humidity.

I also buy sunflower 
seeds, pumpkin seeds 
and quaker oats which I 
grind to ix with regular 
layer feed as there isn’t 
any Starter feed to get 
them off to a good start. 
Baby chicks shouldn’t be 
eating layer feed. It takes 
them 6 months for them 
to start layning before 
you get any profit, not to 
mention of having to cull 
roosters which are of no 
value, plus all the water 
used. The dirty work 

involved and the time put in which no 
young person wants to deal with or take 
on these days. Had to put in pavers cos 
I got tired of dealing with Turkey Fleas. 
They also get to go outside and scratch. 
I am using recycled egg cartons at 
the moment but not everyone returns 
them. Agg cartons cost 16p. That would 
mean an extra 8p on 6 eggs. With no 
aid money or grants I think I have 
done well to have what I have. All the 
hens were raised by me through the 
incubation of eggs, from the imported 
ones. They are well cared for and looked 
after. Not just egg producing machines. 
I am also proud to say I have produced 
some brown ones, Rhode Island reds & 
Lohman Browns.

Hearing that the Ukraine war could 
go on for years and the cost of fuel & 
food, security is essential. To produce 
something local is very important to the 
island, I am just doing my bit. Maybe 
some dairy cows could be beneficial 
as well. Has anyone seen the price of 
Grouper? Two small fish over £8.00. 
Only enough for 1 person after you cut 
the heads off and shrivel up in the pan. 
So, thumbs up for my hens and Thank 
You for the eggs.
You Go Girls….Cluck Cluck!
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Colourful uplifting parades with floats 
and celebrities, joyous festivals, 
workshops, picnics, and parties are 
among the principal components 
of LGBT Pride Month, also called 
Gay Pride, which is celebrated in 
June every year. It’s only in the 
last few years that different sexual 
preferences have been more widely 
accepted on island. Swedish national 
Michael Wernstedt tied the knot with 
native citizen Lemarc Thomas in a 
beautiful ceremony on December 
31st 2018. Registrar Karen Yon 
oversaw the historic gay wedding 
& the ceremony which ended with 
the new husbands running across 
the gardens at the scenic Plantation 
House as they were showered with 
pink flowers.

Gay marriages became legal in an 
ordinance to, ‘open marriage to 
same-sex couples’ on Saint Helena 
by the Legislative Council in a 9–2 
vote on 19 December 2017. The fact 
that 2 councillors still voted against 
the ordinance reminds us that maybe 
we haven’t moved forward with the 
rest of the world, as quickly as we 
think we have.

This week, the rainbow flag, which is 
a sign of accepting LGBT was flown 
at Plantation House and The Court 
House to show all on island that 
acceptance, a better understanding 
and most of all, that love between 
two people should not hang entirely 
on gender. Love is more about two 
people sharing and caring, for having 
an undisputable trust…without trust, 
there is no real love.

Lesbian, 
Gay, 
Bisexual, 
Transgender
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Hi Christian
Not sure if this is journalistically acceptable but I 
thought I would give it a go for a laugh:

It seems to me that we have a Closet with a door 
handle of many colours here on the Isle of St Helena. I 
have asked my Chief Advisor Boris Camp to investigate.
Further, my War General Philip Mincing has 
indicated that people pass in and out of this 
Closet, some stay out and some retreat back 
into it but normally most people come out on 
a Friday and go back in on a Sunday morning 
before the church bells ring. I am intrigued as to the 
purpose of this Closet.

I feel that whatever is in this Closet may be a threat to my reign as my Treasury 
Officer Miranda Dyke has said the comings and goings are too suspect to be 
ordinary.
My Entertainer, Sandra Butch has told one of my council that she went into the 
Closet once and there were all sorts of very strange and interesting ex-changes 
in there.
Now look here, the Citizens of this great Isle must know I am not to be put off 
by a bit of strange, interesting or indeed sordid, as the last Chief Economist that 
I commanded into my service made our interpretation of sordid look like child’s 
play.

So, whether it’s Camp, Mincing, Dyke or Butch I would like someone to get to the 
‘bottom’ of this.
My dragons are hungry at the moment due to the ongoing austerity measures, 
the faggots they normally get from the Domain of Wales to eat haven’t arrived. 
So, if there continues to be too much activity around the Closet, I will send them 
in as a final solution and that really will be ‘handbags at dawn’.
The easiest solution is for all those in the Closet to come out and stay out.

Daenerys Targaryen
Dragon Queen
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The flags of St Helena and Ascension alongside the rainbow pride flag 
at Plantation House
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Of Equipment to a Pollution incident…
gripping stuff! The rest of it is pretty 
much plenty of quarantine lifting, Karl 
Thrower discussing how ‘The UN Special 
Committee in De Colonisation’ can help 
us, more Windrush propaganda and of 
course Reburial of African Slaves…. again.

In The Sentinel page 3, glad to see that 
the diabetes fundraising walk went well. 
Sarah Mattinson organised this event 
and the woman is passionate about what 
she does for the island. She put 2 full 
pages of advertising and paid for it out 
of her own pocket…that’s what I call 
commitment, cheers darlin’ for doing it 
right. Thank you for caring. Pages 4 & 
5 present a realistic idea to living with 
Covid, sensibly set out. Pleased to see 
on page 8 in The Sentinel that SHG is 
actively looking for a Cape Town based 
Healthcare Service Provider. I reckon that 
petition was professionally executed and 
now maybe, we will reap its rewards…
Three cheers for JC. Still in The sentinel 
on page 20, a refreshing re look at 
allowing the use of and the benefits from

Cannabinoids (CBD). That reminds me…
Oh, one last thing, the questionnaire/
survey been running for three weeks…
enough already!! In all weekly 
publications, all the adverts, press 
releases and usual blurb.

Cheers for now…fishcakes please Lill.

Last week’s Independent front cover, I 
have mentioned in our article, ‘Fickle fuel 
& Creepy Covid’ so please catch that one 
first. The Editorial on page 2 talks at 
length on The Windrush refugees of 1948. 
The article explains how badly the people 
from the Caribbean were treated by the 
British Government. Documents never 
provided making monies unavailable, 
promises made, but never kept. There’s 
a lot more Windrush on page 10, wait 
for it…and another load on page 23.

Basically, it tells us how mean the British 
Government was to these fine folk who 
came to the UK to rebuild the economy 
after the second world war.

Pleased to see that Lord Ashcroft’s 
generous cash is being put to good use for 
a change. On page 3 The independent… 
The Jacob’s Ladder facelift has been 
awarded to Ambledale Workshop 
Ltd. and considering this money was 
gifted in March 2021, it is a great 
plan to take 18 months to award the 
contract and commence building, 
but first we must close our biggest 
tourist attraction the same month 
we open the doors to tourism. Just 
saying…brilliant planning once again! 
The rest of page 3 & 4 talks of 
Saints in the UK becoming members 
of The House of Lords…yes errrr 
and…a short story on Training in Use 
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There was another word I was going to 
use to describe the fuel price increase 
which is followed by the word ------ ‘up’, 
but Government would definitely be giving 
me a slap on the wrist for inappropriate 
language…so ‘fickle’ it is!!

I think a few weeks ago when the fuel 
tanker pulled in, we all knew that there 
would be a substantial price hike in fuel 
costs. The war in the Ukraine, which was 
started entirely by a power-crazy nutter, 
very much like Hitler invading Poland in 
1939, is the cause. It is this unprovoked 
attack which is directly responsible for fuel 
and food prices, and also, not far down the 
road, utility prices to go up astronomically. 
We are all trying to survive on a little island, 
which cannot and probably will never be 
able to support itself without Government 
aid. This is absolutely no fault of the 
people who live here and have grown up 
here, but quite simply the circumstances 
which are what they are, because of where 
we are. What has irritated me and from 
what I’ve heard on the street, made a 
lot of people quite mad with themselves, 
is numerous price increases over a short 
period of time from only one delivery of 
fuel! Us had two price hikes already and I 
hear there’s going to be another one…yes 
luvvy…another one!!! It is bound to make 
people think that they is being ripped off! 
There is no explanation except for a press 
release which no one could make any real 
sense out of. 

The press release says… “The Bulk Fuel 
Installation is owned by SHG and is a 
separate trading activity of the Government 
that is managed and operated on SHG’s 
behalf by Solomon & Company (St 
Helena) PLC under a service contract. 
Solomon & Company makes the necessary 
arrangements for the procurement of fuel 
but ownership of the stock remains with 
the BFI.” 

Fickle Fuel & Creepy Covid!!
Now, who’s in charge? Who is responsible 
for initiating the price hikes? We have 
mention of Bulk Fuel Installation, SHG, 
Solomon’s and a bit later on, in the same 
press release, Executive Council is involved 
too… “The wholesale price of fuel sold by 
the BFI is determined by a Pricing Model 
agreed by Executive Council.” I spoke 
with one of our ministers on Saturday 
morning, one of the sharper tools in the 
Ministerial Box I might add, outside the 
Market & he was beautifully honest with 
me and he also agreed that the Gov. 
press release was totally confusing and 
said nothing! Now listen now…when SHG 
does something like this, it makes me feel 
that they think us all stupid and then we 
lose confidence and trust in the Powers 
That Be! It is these situations which cause 
distrust and division between locals and 
Government.

Surely, whoever is responsible, knows the 
price of fuel when they pay for it before 
it leaves port, wherever in the world it 
leaves from. If they aren’t aware of the 
price, they need to find out before. I can’t 
imagine a fuel company releasing several 
hundred thousand pounds worth of fuel to 
any client without some form of payment 
or a legal guarantee of payment. With the 
cost of Fuel on Board, then we have the 
cost of freight, surely, they know the cost 
of that and finally the duty charged (if any) 
on the landed product? The landed price 
per litre MUST be known, before it even 
leaves the shores of origin. You simply 
can’t run a business operation if you don’t 
know the cost of the product you are re 
selling before you receive it?

It would do me right and make me feel 
better if whatever Power it is, simply said, 
‘The new fuel price until the next tanker load 
is purchased is (whatever price has been 
calculated) and let it be, even if the once 
off increase is huge. We as a community 
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cannot run our businesses if our goal posts 
keep moving. Hold onto your hats, there’s 
a big wave coming…will it go up again? 
Nobody can be sure if it will, but if it is 
going up more, have the decency to LET 
US KNOW…PLEASE!!!

Enough of the fuel fiasco…now for a story 
of scaremongering, propaganda and let’s
get real!!!

I actually have a lot of confidence in The 
Health Directorate. Confidence in how 
they have handled the Covid 19 and all 
its variants, so far! The press release is 
accurate, in so much that we have remained 
Covid free & grateful we should be. In last 
week’s Independent, the Cover Pictures 
and Bullet Headlines gave the impression 
of death & gloom for all… “Quarantine Lifted 
In August … The Coffins are Ready.” Now…
On the very next page in The Independent’s 
Editorial, there is reference to (and I 
quote) … “Government Press Releases 
being nothing but propaganda…” Now the 
word PROPAGANDA means: ‘information, 
especially of a biased or misleading nature, 
used to promote a political cause or point 
of view,’ or perhaps help newspaper 
sales, which might be declining! So, when 
you scaremonger on the front page of a 

Newspaper “Quarantine Lifted In August …
The Coffins are Ready”, are you trying to 
say that SHG is making a grave mistake 
by lifting quarantine, or are you trying to 
sensationalise and in the process scare the 
elderly, infirm and uninformed public to 
thinking that they will die if quarantine is 
lifted. Personally…I think it’s irresponsible! 
I’m just saying. What do I know? I am 
confident that no serious illness in any 
number will be seen on island.

I’m not looking forward to washing my 
hands 20 times per day, nor am I looking 
forward to wearing masks…I don’t know 
what is going to be expected…BECAUSE, 
YET AGAIN, WE HAVEN’T BEEN TOLD!!! In 
closing, have you noticed since we’ve been 
excluded from the world…very few colds 
and flu too…..
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Continued on page 22
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I remember my childhood days and my 
teenager years with glowing nostalgia. 
Good times, we call then today. One of the 
worst periods was that of the IRA bombings 
in London, back in the 70’s. Mum wouldn’t 
let us travel into London on the Tube Train 
for fear of being caught in a bombing. But 
that was it…as far as I can remember. I’m 
sure there were other global conflicts, but 
in my cocooned, sheltered life in a green 
belt, privileged society…I was blind to it all.

Now in 2022, only 40 odd years later, it 
seems the world is falling apart. Nuclear 
arsenals are swelling. Conflict is on the rise. 
Millions are displaced. International law is 
disregarded with impunity, as criminal and 
terrorist networks profit from the division 
and violence. This is the situation 
the world finds itself in today.

Conflicts disrupt access to basic 
services like food and water, and 
force people into extreme poverty, 
with the poorest and the most 
vulnerable paying the highest 
price. In addition to taking lives 
and devastating infrastructure in 
the short term, conflict and its 
consequences are profound and 
enduring, reversing progress 
towards achieving Global Goals.

Humanitarian Crisis Worldwide…
The current humanitarian crisis in Ukraine 
may be in the spotlight right now, but there 
are many conflicts occurring globally that 
deserve equal support and compassion.
For six years, Yemen has been locked 
in a bloody civil war between the Saudi-
supported government forces and the 
Houthi fighters backed by Iran. Nearly a 
quarter of a million people have been 
killed, but many more have been pushed 
to the brink of starvation.

Children are paying the heaviest price. 
Four-year-old child even gnawed his own 
fingers because he was so hungry. One 
child dies every 10 minutes in Yemen, 
according to the UN’s report from August 
2021.
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When Will It End?
Over 13 Million Syrians Have Been 
Forcibly Displaced Since the War 
Began.
Nearly 11 years after it started, the 
Syrian refugee crisis remains the largest 
displacement crisis worldwide, 13.2 
million, including 6.6 million refugees 
and more than 6 million internally 
displaced people. At least 2 million 
people are living in tented camps with 
limited access to basic services.

Lasting more than 60 years, the conflict 
in Myanmar (previously called Burma) 
remains the longest ongoing civil war in 
the world. The country has been plagued 
by decades of repressive military rule 
and civil war with ethnic minority groups 
since 1948, the year the country gained 
independence from the UK. In 2017, the 
Tatmadaw (the armed forces of Myanmar) 
and local security forces began a campaign 
of ethnic cleansing against the Rohingya 
Muslim minority, murdering thousands 
and burning villages to the ground. 
Nearly 880,000 Rohingya refugees 
have fled the country. The most 
vulnerable, including pregnant women, 
babies, children, and the elderly have been 
forced to travel for days to reach safety in 
Bangladesh. Today, they live in the world’s 
largest and most densely populated 
refugee camp, Kutupalong. Around half of 
those refugees are children.

Afghan Families Have Been Forced 
to Sell Organs and Babies to Afford 
Bread.
The recent takeover of Afghanistan by the 
Taliban after 20 years of US-led conflict 
has cratered the country’s economy and 
led to almost universal poverty and an 
unprecedented hunger crisis.

More than half of the country’s estimated 
40 million population face “extreme 
levels of hunger, and nearly 9 million 
of them are at risk of famine,” according 
to the UN refugee agency, UNHCR.

In such extreme conditions, many toddlers 
have already starved to death. Unable 
to watch this happen, many families have 
taken the agonizing decision to sell their 
children, while others have resorted 
to selling their organs on the black 
market. The markets in Kabul have food, 
but few can afford it. A sack of flour can 
cost about $30. Businesses struggle to get 
materials because of lack of access to bank 
accounts or foreign currency. Teachers and 
government workers weren’t getting paid, 
and even if those salaries have resumed, 
incomes are lower. People sell furniture 
and silverware for cash. Almost a year 
after Kabul’s fall and the US’s withdrawal, 
the economy remains in free fall, and the 
country faces a near-constant humanitarian 
disaster.

So, when we have fuel prices go up by 
50+% & eggs and potatoes are scarce…
well, need us say more? I look around the 
island, I see a community of mostly happy 
people, no one is starving, everyone has 
a roof over their head, most have loving 
family support…yet we continue to bitch 
about the insignificant annoyances which 
are life on an island. Next time you’re 
enjoying a juicy bit of tuna, whilst you 
savour the texture and taste…spare a 
thought for the children all over the world 
who are simply trying to survive. Let’s 
make July Saint Helena Gratitude month…
let’s all smile and be grateful that we 
weren’t born into conflict, starvation, 
poverty and pain.
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Dear Saint Team
I wonder if you would like a contribution from me, beginning with a little 
laugh?
Ken Westmoreland, who I am sure won’t mind me mentioning him, a few 
others and I all tried to have the debate about the Sarkin report broadened 
out. Ken in particular not only pointed to other ex-colonial but not UK 
models that could work, as well as ideas previously mentioned by previous 
[expensive] experts sent out.
I think that both the Independent and Sentinel were compromised (or co-
opted) during that debate and since.
I take it you aren’t.

For those of you unaware I visited and lived on St Helena between 1983 
and 1998 and have taken up various causes, one of which was the UK 
citizenship issue with the then Labour Opposition in UK. My paper about 
the airport presented to the Public Accounts 
Committee of the House of Commons 
brought one of the biggest laughs, 
as I more or less predicted the 
problems when saying that a 
Plan C was needed. I must 
confess I wrote that thinking 
it would be needed in a few 
years not mere months.

My contribution attached 
makes a similar prediction. 
You and your readers 
might read it first here!

Best wishes
John Lowrie
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Back in 2014 when I warned about the folly of relying on a new airport as 
St Helena’s salvation, I also cautioned about the constant tinkering of its 
organisational structure. The heart of the problem is trying to minitiarise 
the Westminster model to apply in what is a tiny state and population. It 
does not make sense.

There has also been permanent denial about the real problem on the island 
that no structural change will address. In my view, having observed since the 
1980s, what dissatisfies people is the way decisions are made, communicated 
and enforced, together with the absence of fair appeal system. That could 
be put right by adherence to simple good governance.

However, we are where we are, and stuck for now with the ill-thought-out 
recent constitutional changes. People are trying to make them work but 
quite frankly most involved have no idea as we see with the suggestions for 
“scrutiny” committees. So, they are to be yet another layer of bureaucracy 
to be added.

It is a shame (but not unusual) that St Helena and FCDO were not open 
to wider ideas, some of which were suggested by Ken Westmoreland. Had 
they been so then there is one simple model they could have adopted.

When elected members are elevated to the executive, St Helena could 
have simply had them relinquish their Leg Co roles, and for the candidates 
receiving the next high tallies of votes to replace them.
Such an arrangement would ensure a clear separation of powers between 
the executive and legislature. It would also safeguard Leg Co itself in fulfilling 
the vital scrutinising function along with making laws and approving overall 
policies. It will also remove the need for new committees to be created and 
serviced.

The new system is inherently flawed and will need to be changed in due 
course. I can remember back in the 1970s various reviews of the roles of 
elected officials against salaried ones in both national and local government 
in UK. Why such debate did not feature in St Helena’s case is a mystery. It 
is a fact that almost invariably it is the salaried officers who are the most 
professional in carrying out provision of public services. Not often does an 
elected official anywhere, least of all on St Helena, come from a relevant 
occupational background and with equivalent or more experience.

Today you already have “ministers” trying to execute and explain professional 
duties. It merely clouds the accountability of salaried officials especially of 
the Governor - a fact that may well have motivated the changes.

John Lowrie

That’s a fine mess you’ve got me in to!
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US to send Ukraine air-defence 
missiles

The US is planning to send Ukraine 
sophisticated anti-aircraft missiles to 
defend against Russian attacks, US 
National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan 
has said. “I can confirm that we are 
in fact, in the process of finalising a 
package that includes advanced air 
defence capabilities,” Sullivan told 
reporters in Germany, where President 
Joe Biden was attending the G7 summit. 
Sullivan said Biden had told Zelensky – 
who joined the G7 talks by video link 
– that the United States was preparing 
shipment of “advanced medium- and 
long-range air defence capabilities”.

We are all aware that the Ukraine 
conflict is ongoing. It should not be 
forgotten. It is affecting us all in one 
way or another and the following news 
report confirms that it is far from over:

Leaders of top rich nations say 
they will continue to provide 
financial, humanitarian, and 
military support to Kyiv

• G7 nations say they will continue to 
provide financial, humanitarian, and 
military support to Kyiv.
• President Volodymyr Zelenskyy says 
Ukraine needs a more modern air 
defence system after a series of deadly 
attacks on the capital, Kyiv, as well 
as the Mykolaiv, Chernihiv and Lviv 
regions.
• Zelenskyy will address the G7 summit 
via video link on Monday.
• Russia has effectively defaulted on 
its foreign debt after the grace period 
on two eurobond coupons expired on 
Sunday, reports Bloomberg. Moscow 
rejects the claim.
• Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan will attend a round of talks 
with the leaders of Sweden and Finland, 
as well as NATO, on Tuesday before the 
summit in Madrid, his spokesperson 
says.
• NATO leaders are expected to urge 
Erdogan to lift his veto over Finland 
and Sweden’s bid to join the military 
alliance.
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Abortion Laws in Texas Changing?

Friday’s decision by the U.S. Supreme 
Court that there’s no constitutional 
right to abortion will radically change 
the reproductive health landscape in 
Texas.

The state’s Republican leadership has 
long sought to ban abortions, but Roe 
v. Wade has kept lawmakers from 
doing so. With that 49-year-old case 
now overturned, a trigger law will go 
into effect in the coming weeks that 
bans all abortions from the moment of 
fertilization, except in rare cases to save 
the life of a pregnant patient or prevent 
“substantial impairment of major bodily 
function.”

Birmingham Explosion: Woman 
found dead and man left with 
life threatening injuries after 
house destroyed in gas explosion 
Monday 27 June 2022 14:21

A number of neighbours who got the 
injured man out of the devastated 
property are described by firefighters 
as “heroic”. In an early afternoon 
update, police said the man remained 
in a “critical” condition. West Midlands 
Ambulance Service earlier described 
his condition as “life-threatening”. He 
managed to tell officers there was a 
woman inside the house before being 
taken to hospital.

Birmingham house after the explosion
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FOR SALE!
A plot of Land 0.484 acres 
which is situated in Blue Hill.

One Fridge Freezer In very 
good Condition.

Interested persons to please 
call Audrey Yon on: 

Tel. 24545/61462.

Snippets
St Helena has been awarded the title 
of ‘Best Eco-Location and Sustainable 
Tourism Destination 2022’ by World 
Commerce Review. Did you know 
St Helena has 444,916 square 
kilometres of Category VI Marine 
Protected Area and has 81 hectares 
of cloud forest protected in the Peaks 
National Park?

St Helena is proud to be recognised 
by the World Commerce Review for 
our efforts to protect the environment 
and minimise environmental impacts 
of tourism.




